Shattered

The past is never over. It just gets dusty.Lisa Grant was a rising star in a prestigious law firm
in Lexington, Kentucky, when the firm went bankrupt and she lost her job. With an ailing
mother to care for, she takes the first job she can find: research assistant to District Attorney
Scott Buchanan. Scott is as disagreeable as he is sexy, and Lisa suspects the only reason she
got the job was Scotts fond feelings for her mother, who treated him well when he was just a
farmhand on the Grants large horse farm while Lisa was growing up.After she misses an
important court date, Lisa doesnt get any special treatment from Scott. As punishment, he
sends her to organize cold-case files in the basement of the courthouse. What Lisa expects to
be a mind-numbingly boring task turns into anything but when a missing-persons case draws
her attention. The details of the case are engrossing: an entire family - father, mother, and two
children - disappeared without a trace more than 28 years ago. Except thats not all: the mother
in a photo Lisa finds could be her own twin. Before Lisa can learn more, a series of
catastrophes strikes close to home, and she realizes that finding the photo has put her in
terrible danger. Determined to uncover the truth, she confides in Scott, and their relationship
develops into something beyond that of employer and employee. Together they unravel a
terrifying web of criminal connections that could shatter what Lisa knows of her past. And its
clear someone will go to shocking lengths to make sure certain secrets stay hidden.
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After a horrific car wreck leaves him an amnesiac, a man slowly begins to unravel his
shocking past. Wolfgang Petersen. Tom Berenger, Bob Hoskins, Greta Scacchi.
If you are shattered by something, you are extremely shocked and upset about it. It is
desperately sad news and I am absolutely shattered to hear it. Synonyms: devastated, shocked,
stunned, crushed More Synonyms of shattered. 2.
Definition of shattered - very upset, exhausted. 'I usually feel too shattered to do more than
crawl into bed'. More example sentences. 'Anyway, nothing.
Synonyms for shattered at danceonpartyon.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for shattered.
I was shattered but remained silent. (Britain, colloquial) extremely tired or exhausted. I stayed
up all night working, and now I'm completely shattered. Shattered is a American
neo-noir/psychological thriller starring Tom Berenger, Greta Scacchi, Bob Hoskins, Joanne
Whalley and Corbin Bernsen.
To break into a million pieces. To suddenly burst into fragments. The thoughts of a million
men trapped inside the chasm which is the mind of a future.
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Im really want this Shattered book My best family Brayden Yenter give they collection of file
of book for me. any pdf downloads at danceonpartyon.com are can for anyone who like. If you
grab the book right now, you will be get a book, because, we dont know when this pdf can be
ready on danceonpartyon.com. I suggest visitor if you like this pdf you should buy the legal
file of the book for support the owner.
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